RAY click® - 3 easy steps to digital accessibility.

The blind and visually impaired can finally enjoy greater independence, spontaneity and accessibility to all the valuable features services sighted users have come to enjoy.

Ray Click technology is the only solution that enables you to transform any smartphone and/or touch-enabled device into a tactile-powered tool. So, you have a sight-free interface, easy to understand operation, and intuitive access to the exciting world of digital applications, online services, and social media.

Project Ray offers the world’s only smartphone solutions developed especially for seniors, the vision-impaired and others with print disabilities. From its unique operating principle, eyes-free interaction paired with a simple-to-use interface; to specialized built-in apps, content and remote support services.

RAYclick®

Ray Click a four button, tactile sticker that uses NFC radio to communicate with an attached smartphone or other mobile device.

With Ray Vision® app running on any Android-based mobile, users can fully navigate and control the smartphones and tablets by pressing using familiar, physical buttons.

The buttons can be configured for a wide range of actions. A combination of 2 stickers—to search up and down in a list; choose; and go-back—is enough to enable full control of any of

Features and Capabilities.

- **Eye-Free user interface**
  - Touch-screen based inputs using finger gestures
  - Multiple methods to add tactile keys or keypad
  - A standard interface across all functions
  - Single gesture access to frequently used functions
  - Vocal commands with speech recognition

- **Remote visual and data assistance**
  - Automatic backup and restore
  - Over the WEB management of device features
  - Remote visual assistance by family members
  - Remote location, identification and device discovery

- **Telephony services**
  - Making and receiving calls
  - Dialing numbers in the Contacts List
  - Contact list management

- **Full access to the native Android system**
  - Superb Android accessibility on a standard phone
  - Quick access to curated apps directly from Ray

- **SMS and social messaging**
  - Composing & receiving SMS, email & social messages
  - Voicing text messages using TTS services

- **Book/Magazine subscription and reading services**
  - Connecting directly to online library services
  - Online audio content, magazines, podcasts and radio
  - Reading audio content with speed control

- **Additional services**
  - Voice recorder
  - On-line scheduler synched to the WEB
  - Reading out current location using GPS
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